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About This Game

For the past few years, you've been writing bestselling novels based on the stories you've heard told by the ghosts who visit you
at midnight. But tonight you have a special visitor, Abraham Lincoln, the 16th President of the United States! Go back in time
and find the treasure of the Knights of the Golden Circle, a secret Confederate order, before Lincoln's enemies do! Follow the
clues, learn about famous people and places from the American Civil War in this fascinating Hidden Object Puzzle Adventure

game.

*Collector's Edition Includes:
-Bonus chapter featuring Jesse James

-Collectibles
-Unlimited Hidden-Object Puzzles mode
-Interactive character bios and art gallery

-Screensavers and wallpapers
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I was so excited when I discovered this game, since I really enjoyed the last 4 Midnight Mysteries games I was anticipating a
good game just like the ones before. Unfortunatly, from the opening scenes to the main menu into the gameplay all it did was
lag. lag, lag, lag. the opening scene which should only take a few seconds to get through, took 5 minutes. I tired skipping through
thinking maybe just the opening scenes were the problem but I was wrong.

My excitement to play this game turned to disappointment when I couldn't get it to run without lagging. Hopefully Steam will let
me get a refund.. Whilst an enjoyable game, as always, I felt that this Midnight Mystery was lacking something. I just don't
know what. The other games in the series (same game play time) felt more engaging and engrossing, but this one just lacked
some ompf. Game play changed slightly from the earlier games, with voice overs (I had to switch these off), and there seemed
to be less hidden object puzzles and the problem solving games didn't seem as challenging. This game certainly felt more linear
than the other games in the series.

I'd recommend it, but only when it's on sale due to the lack of overall engagement and challenge.. The game is to up to the usual
standard as set by the other games in the series.
An interesting story about Jesse James, but I liked Hary Houdini's and Mark Twain's better.
Though it does feel the game is shorter in play and doesn't have the extra mini games like find the bones or shackles as in the
perious games, it is still and interesting game say 4\/5.. Love this seris a lot and can't wait to play the next one.. Whilst an
enjoyable game, as always, I felt that this Midnight Mystery was lacking something. I just don't know what. The other games in
the series (same game play time) felt more engaging and engrossing, but this one just lacked some ompf. Game play changed
slightly from the earlier games, with voice overs (I had to switch these off), and there seemed to be less hidden object puzzles
and the problem solving games didn't seem as challenging. This game certainly felt more linear than the other games in the
series.

I'd recommend it, but only when it's on sale due to the lack of overall engagement and challenge.. Whilst an enjoyable game, as
always, I felt that this Midnight Mystery was lacking something. I just don't know what. The other games in the series (same
game play time) felt more engaging and engrossing, but this one just lacked some ompf. Game play changed slightly from the
earlier games, with voice overs (I had to switch these off), and there seemed to be less hidden object puzzles and the problem
solving games didn't seem as challenging. This game certainly felt more linear than the other games in the series.

I'd recommend it, but only when it's on sale due to the lack of overall engagement and challenge.. I was so excited when I
discovered this game, since I really enjoyed the last 4 Midnight Mysteries games I was anticipating a good game just like the
ones before. Unfortunatly, from the opening scenes to the main menu into the gameplay all it did was lag. lag, lag, lag. the
opening scene which should only take a few seconds to get through, took 5 minutes. I tired skipping through thinking maybe just
the opening scenes were the problem but I was wrong.

My excitement to play this game turned to disappointment when I couldn't get it to run without lagging. Hopefully Steam will let
me get a refund.. The game is to up to the usual standard as set by the other games in the series.
An interesting story about Jesse James, but I liked Hary Houdini's and Mark Twain's better.
Though it does feel the game is shorter in play and doesn't have the extra mini games like find the bones or shackles as in the
perious games, it is still and interesting game say 4\/5.. I was so excited when I discovered this game, since I really enjoyed the
last 4 Midnight Mysteries games I was anticipating a good game just like the ones before. Unfortunatly, from the opening scenes
to the main menu into the gameplay all it did was lag. lag, lag, lag. the opening scene which should only take a few seconds to
get through, took 5 minutes. I tired skipping through thinking maybe just the opening scenes were the problem but I was wrong.

My excitement to play this game turned to disappointment when I couldn't get it to run without lagging. Hopefully Steam will let
me get a refund.
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I was so excited when I discovered this game, since I really enjoyed the last 4 Midnight Mysteries games I was anticipating a
good game just like the ones before. Unfortunatly, from the opening scenes to the main menu into the gameplay all it did was
lag. lag, lag, lag. the opening scene which should only take a few seconds to get through, took 5 minutes. I tired skipping through
thinking maybe just the opening scenes were the problem but I was wrong.

My excitement to play this game turned to disappointment when I couldn't get it to run without lagging. Hopefully Steam will let
me get a refund.. The game is to up to the usual standard as set by the other games in the series.
An interesting story about Jesse James, but I liked Hary Houdini's and Mark Twain's better.
Though it does feel the game is shorter in play and doesn't have the extra mini games like find the bones or shackles as in the
perious games, it is still and interesting game say 4\/5.. Laggy as hell. Barely playable.. All the Midnight Mysteries games are
well done, good stories with wacky historical conspiracy theories, good HOG scenes, good minigames. It's pretty ridiculous,
though, that they can't figure out how to do Steam achievements right when hundreds of other Steam publishers have figured it
out. This one has in-game achievements that don't carry over to Steam after an earlier game in the series had Steam
achievements they never got working properly and wouldn't activate right.. Great hog game, beautiful visuals, decent puzzles
and not bad story, pretty good.. Overall, quite a decent hog/puzzle game. There is more puzzles than there are hog's though.
Story is alright, Not too bland, somewhat interesting. Puzzles have a wide range of difficulty, though most are solvable after
putting some thought into it. The item placement in the HOG makes sense, though sometimes it's a little vague on what the item
is versus the description given. Game can be completed in about 3 hours.
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